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Schedule 

• Last class  
– Probabilistic classifiers 

• Naïve Bayes and  
• Logistic regression 

• Today 
– Markov random fields (MRFs) in vision 

• Readings for today:  
– Chapter 2 of Erik Sudderth’s thesis (online and piazza) 
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Slide Credits 

• Primarily Darrell Trevor – UC Berkeley 
including all other slide authors he credits  
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Making probability distributions modular, and therefore 
tractable: 

Probabilistic graphical models 

Vision is a problem involving the interactions of many variables:  
things can seem hopelessly complex.  Everything is made tractable, 
or at least, simpler, if we modularize the problem.  That’s what 
probabilistic graphical models do. 
 
Readings:  Jordan and Weiss intro article – on piazza 
                    Kevin Murphy web page—comprehensive and with     
    pointers to many advanced topics 
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Markov Networks (Markov Random Fields) 

• Graphical Models 
– Graphical structure  
– Parameters 
– Graphical semantics dictates/limits evidence propagation 

• Bayesian Networks 
– Conditional independence via directed arcs 
– Parameters: Conditional Probability Tables (CPTs) 

• Markov Networks 
– Undirected arcs 
– Potential functions over maximal cliques 

• Somewhat simplifies evidence propagation 
(and makes it more intuitive) 
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Markov Network: Markov Blanket 

E E 

E X 

E 

E 

E 

X is Conditionally Independent of all 
other nodes given its Markov Blanket 
 

Also true of Bayesian Networks (BNs)  
but the Markov Blanket definition is 
more complex for BNs 



Some definitions 

• Maximum a priori (MAP) – is a mode (or 
maximum value) of the posterior distribution 

• Minimum mean squared error (MMSE)  - is an 
estimation method which minimizes the mean 
square error (MSE) between the derived value 
and the true position 

These are point estimates (or statistics) that 
serve as the best guess of the unknown 
population parameter 
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A toy example 
Suppose we have a system of 5 interacting variables, perhaps some are 
observed and some are not.  There’s some probabilistic relationship 
between the 5 variables, described by their joint probability, 
P(x1, x2, x3, x4, x5). 
 
If we want to find out what the likely state of variable x1 is (say, the position 
of the hand of some person we are observing), what can we do? 

Two reasonable choices (no Markov assumption yet) are:   
(a) find the value of x1  (and of all the other variables) that gives the maximum of 
P(x1, x2, x3, x4, x5);  that’s the MAP solution; OR 
(b) marginalize over all the other variables and then take the mean or the 
maximum of the other variables.  Marginalizing, then taking the mean, is 
equivalent to finding the MMSE solution.  Marginalizing, then taking the max, is 
called the max marginal solution and sometimes a useful thing to do. 
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Motivation 

To find the marginal probability at x1, we have to take this sum: 
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54321∑
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If the system really is high dimensional, that will quickly become 
intractable.  But if there is some modularity in 
then things become tractable again. 

),,,,( 54321 xxxxxP

Suppose the variables form a Markov chain:  x1 causes x2 which causes x3, 
etc.   We might draw out this relationship as follows: 

1x 2x 3x 4x 5x



But if we exploit the assumed modularity of the probability distribution 
over the 5 variables (in this case, the assumed Markov chain structure), 
then that expression simplifies: 

1x 2x 3x 4x 5x
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By the chain rule, for any probability distribution, we have: 

Now our marginalization summations distribute through those terms: 
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P(a,b) = P(b|a) P(a) 
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1x 2x 3x 4x 5x

Another modular probabilistic structure, more common in vision 
problems, is an undirected graph: 

The joint probability for this graph is given by: 

),(),(),(),(),,,,( 5443322154321 xxxxxxxxxxxxxP ΦΦΦΦ=

Where                          is called a “compatibility function”.  We can define 
compatibility functions we result in the same joint probability as for the 
directed graph described in the previous slides;  for that example, we 
could use either form. 

),( 21 xxΦ



Undirected graphical models 
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• A set of nodes joined by undirected edges. 
• The graph makes conditional independencies explicit:  If two nodes 

are not linked, and we condition on every other node in the graph, 
then those two nodes are conditionally independent. 
 
 White nodes are conditionally 

independent, because they are not 
connected by a line in the undirected 
graphical model 



Undirected graphical models:  cliques 
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• Clique:  a fully connected set of nodes 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• A maximal clique is a clique that can’t include more nodes of the 
graph w/o losing the clique property. 
 
 
 
 

Maximal clique 

not a clique 

Non-maximal clique 

clique 



Undirected graphical models:  
probability factorization 
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• Hammersley-Clifford theorem addresses the pdf factorization implied 

by a graph:  A distribution has the Markov structure implied by an 
undirected graph iff it can be represented in the factored form 
 
 
 
 
 
 

• So for this graph, the factorization is ambiguous:.    (something called 
“factor graphs” makes it explicit). 
 

 

Px =
1
Z

Ψxc
c ∈ξ
∏

set of maximal cliques 

Potential functions of 
states of variables in 
maximal clique Normalizing constant 
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Markov Random Fields 

• Allows rich probabilistic models for images. 
• But built in a local, modular way.  Learn 

local relationships, get global effects out. 
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MRF nodes as pixels 

 

Winkler, 1995, p. 32 
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MRF nodes as patches 

image patches 

Φ(xi, yi) 

Ψ(xi, xj) 

image 

scene 

scene patches 
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Network joint probability 

scene 

image 
Scene-scene 
compatibility 

function 

neighboring 
scene nodes 

local  
observations 

Image-scene 
compatibility 

function 
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In order to use MRFs: 

• Given observations y, and the parameters of 
the MRF, how do we infer the hidden 
variables, x? 

• How do we learn the parameters of the MRF? 
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Inference in MRF’s 

• Gibbs sampling, simulated annealing 
• Iterated condtional modes (ICM) 
• Variational methods 
• Belief propagation (BP) 
• Graph cuts 

We will not be able to cover this in class, but we will discuss BP more  
In a scheduled class 
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Belief propagation:  the nosey 
neighbor rule 

As your neighbor, given the probabilities of my 
being in different states, and how my states 
relate to your states, here’s what I think the 

probabilities of your states should be 
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References on BP and GBP 

• J. Pearl, 1985 
– classic 

• Y. Weiss, NIPS 1998 
– Inspires application of BP to vision 

• W. Freeman et al learning low-level vision, IJCV 1999 
– Applications in super-resolution, motion, shading/paint 

discrimination 
• H. Shum et al, ECCV 2002 

– Application to stereo 
• M. Wainwright, T. Jaakkola, A. Willsky 

– Reparameterization version 
• J. Yedidia, AAAI 2000 

– The clearest place to read about BP and GBP. 



MRFs for the Stereo problem 
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MRF for stereo 

Disparity estimate at each 
pixel 

Local evidence for each disparity based on 
intensity match to neighboring frame  



Log probability, or energy function, to be optimized for 
MAP estimation in MRF’s 
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E = Edata + Esmooth

   = Dp ( f p ) +
p

∑ Vp,q ( f p, fq )
{ p,q}∈N
∑
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DP / Shortest-paths  

• Efficient global optimization tools   
• Successes are primarily in 1D problems  

– Can’t deal with dependent scan-lines in stereo 



Stereo example 

Independent 
scan-lines 
(via DP) 

Multi-scan line 
(via MRFs) Ground truth 

Slide by Yuri Boykov 
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MAP versus MMSE 

 



MAP versus MMSE 
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Examples of vision applications of 
MRF’s  

• Super-resolution 
• Motion estimation 
• Labeling shading and reflectance 
• Many others… 
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Super-resolution 

• Image:  low resolution image 
• Scene:  high resolution image 

im
ag

e 
sc

en
e 

ultimate goal... 
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Polygon-based 
graphics images are 
resolution 
independent 

Pixel-based images are not 
resolution independent 

Pixel replication 

Cubic spline 
Cubic spline, 

sharpened 

Training-based super-
resolution 
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3 approaches to perceptual 
sharpening 

(1)  Sharpening;  boost existing high 
frequencies. Remember filters on Lena! 

(2)  Use multiple frames to obtain higher 
sampling rate in a still frame. 

(3) Estimate high frequencies not present in 
image, although implicitly defined  

– super-resolution 

spatial frequency 

am
pl

itu
de

 

spatial frequency 
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itu

de
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Super-resolution: other 
approaches 

•  Schultz and Stevenson, 1994 
•  Pentland and Horowitz, 1993 
• fractal image compression (Polvere, 1998; Iterated Systems) 
• astronomical image processing (eg. Gull and Daniell, 1978;  

“pixons” http://casswww.ucsd.edu/puetter.html) 
• Follow-on:  Jianchao Yang, John Wright, Thomas S. Huang, Yi 

Ma: Image super-resolution as sparse representation of raw 
image patches. CVPR 2008 

http://casswww.ucsd.edu/puetter.html
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Training images, ~100,000 image/scene patch pairs 

Images from two Corel database categories:  “giraffes” and “urban 
skyline”. 
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Do a first interpolation 

Zoomed low-resolution 

Low-resolution 
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Zoomed low-resolution 

Low-resolution 

Full frequency original 
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Full freq. original 
Representation Zoomed low-freq. 
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True high freqs 
Low-band input 

(contrast normalized, 
PCA fitted) 

Full freq. original 
Representation Zoomed low-freq. 

(to minimize the complexity of the relationships we have to learn, 
we remove the lowest frequencies from the input image,  

and normalize the local contrast level). 
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Training data samples (magnified) 

... ... 

Gather ~100,000 patches 

low freqs. 

high freqs. 
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True high freqs. Input low freqs. 

Training data samples (magnified) 

... ... 

Nearest neighbor estimate 

low freqs. 

high freqs. 

Estimated high freqs. 
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Input low freqs. 

Training data samples (magnified) 

... ... 

Nearest neighbor estimate 

low freqs. 

high freqs. 

Estimated high freqs. 
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Example:  input image patch, and closest 
matches from database 

Input patch 

Closest image 
patches from database 

Corresponding 
high-resolution 

patches from database 
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Scene-scene compatibility function, 
Ψ(xi, xj)  

Assume overlapped regions, d, of hi-resolution 
patches differ by Gaussian observation noise: 

 

d 

Uniqueness constraint, 
not smoothness. 
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Image-scene compatibility 
function, Φ(xi, yi) 

 Assume Gaussian noise takes you from 
observed image patch to synthetic sample: 

 

y 

x 
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 Markov network 

image patches 

Φ(xi, yi) 

Ψ(xi, xj) 
scene 

patches 
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Iter. 3 

Iter. 1 

Belief Propagation 
Input 

Iter. 0 

After a few iterations of belief propagation, the 
algorithm selects spatially consistent high 

resolution interpretations for each low-resolution 
patch of the input image. 
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Zooming 2 octaves 

85 x 51 input 

Cubic spline zoom to 340x204 Max. likelihood zoom to 340x204 

We apply the super-resolution 
algorithm recursively, zooming 

up 2 powers of 2, or a factor of 4 
in each dimension. 
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True 
200x232 

Original 
50x58 

(cubic spline implies thin 
plate prior) 

Now we examine the effect of the prior 
assumptions made about images on the 

high resolution reconstruction. 
First, cubic spline interpolation. 
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Cubic spline 
True 

200x232 

Original 
50x58 

(cubic spline implies thin 
plate prior) 
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True 

Original 
50x58 

Training images 

Next, train the Markov network 
algorithm on a world of random noise 

images. 
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Markov 
network 

True 

Original 
50x58 

The algorithm learns that, in such a 
world, we add random noise when 

zoom to a higher resolution. 

Training images 
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True 

Original 
50x58 

Training images 

Next, train on a world of vertically 
oriented rectangles. 
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Markov 
network 

True 

Original 
50x58 

The Markov network algorithm 
hallucinates those vertical rectangles 

that it was trained on. 

Training images 
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True 

Original 
50x58 

Training images 

Now train on a generic collection of 
images. 
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Markov 
network 

True 

Original 
50x58 

The algorithm makes a reasonable guess 
at the high resolution image, based on 

its training images. 

Training images 



Next class 

• Introduction to neural network classifiers 
– in preparation for deep learning overview 

• Readings for next lecture:  
– Lecture notes to be posted 

• Readings for today:  
– Chapter 2 of Erik Sudderth’s thesis (online and piazza) 
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Questions 
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